Bindbreaker Vibration Control Equipment Foot

Date Added: 01/06/2020 by Arthur Ross
I would like to tell all of your potential future owners and/or current owners of any and all LessLoss products, past
or current, that because I have a coterie of close friends and former associates who are always anxious to buy (for
the past several years, only LessLoss offerings) from one owner (me) of LessLoss products, I have been in the
process of upgrading. Because of that fortunate position I have been an owner of virtually every power cable, USB
cable, USB keys, interconnect, Firewall 1x through 64x, analog hardware from the Echo's End Original to the
Reference and now to the Reference Supreme twin-chassis unit.
These statements are not driven by an ego trip or braggadocio. It is jut a statement of fact based upon my personal
experience as an audio hobbyist which began decades ago by building much of my original equipment. Over those
many years my systems grew enormously with much legendary equipment to my current system which is solely
sourced from audio streaming to digital output DAC, and amp listening via headphones only.
As one might expect over my many years of experience in this hobby, at every upgrade, I experienced the hope for
improvement. Something I did not anticipate nor expect since beginning to incorporate LessLoss products into my
system was the extent, the level of the immediate and future improvement that resulted. Such was beyond any
prior experience with non LessLoss equipment.
In my communications over recent years with other owners of LessLoss products I have come to find that my
experience was not unique. We have all noted that the improvement actually realized, frequently "out of the box,"
far exceeded the results experienced with products from other manufacturers.
In every case when an upgrade was suggested, the resulting revelatory experience was always immediate, and
improved even more over time... And always exceeded what was expected. Candidly, LessLoss is a breath of fresh
air in this industry of "grandiose promises resulting in nano-delivery."

Date Added: 10/16/2019 by Jonathan Popan
after checking out various content on my Asus pa279q computer monitor, I have to tell you the bindbreaker feet
really work magic on the picture quality of anything that's displayed. With the audio I got incremental improvements
in quality as I put these feet under each of the equipment, which added up to a big improvement for sure, however
when I put the bindbreaker feet under the monitor it's as if I got all the improvement immediately. I definitely liked
the way that this monitor looked when connected to the custom distribution unit you built for me, through the
lessloss c-marc power cable, although I have to tell you I was completely blown away by what these three feet
under the computer monitor added to the picture quality. Before the bindbreaker feet, the picture quality was very
natural, clear, dimensional, detailed, colorful, vibrant, lots of "pop" and contrast, with no sense of sameness on the
screen. After I put the bindbreaker feet under the monitor, depending on the content it can truely appear as if you're
looking out of a window. I played a few pc games(ie. Rise of the Tomb raider, Nier Automata, Crysis 3, etc.) and I
couldn't believe how natural looking they were, how all the finest details were prominent and how the most subtle
shades of color in the environment, whether it be on the walls of some cave or inside a facility were gushing out of
the screen. I don't think I've ever been immersed in just exploring the environments of games to this degree, but it
was so incredibly organic, lifelike and enchanting I just had to keep exploring. One specific example that I just can't
pass up is Crysis 3. This game has always been eye candy, but this time around, when playing towards the
beginning of the game where the setting was a stormy night outside a facility and the main character, inside a nano
suit, is trying to covertly get to the next checkpoint was especially jaw-dropping. As you're nearing the checkpoint,
there's a helicopter shining its bright light against the drops of rain and the metal of the facility in the darkness of
the night with very solid and colorful lens flare effects. The deep contrast, ultra clarity, and natural/vibrant colors
gave that scene an incredibly gorgeous, cinematic and immersive feel as if I were playing a movie instead of a
game. So far, I got a chance to check out the old Lion King blu ray and it obviously didn't look real as it's a cartoon,
but again, the very finest details are very easily seen, the most subtle shades of colors were obvious and beautiful
and the overall image was extremely solid, shredded and stable, with absolutely nothing between me and the
movie. The movie, without a doubt, had a "picture-perfect" look to it as if I had some crazy high-end Eizo
monitor(I've never seen one but I would imagine it probably looks something like it lol). I also watched a few 4k
youtube videos and again, that look as if there's nothing between me and the lifelike content on the monitor

persists. It's very easy to look into what's being displayed instead of just watching it. One thing that did come to
mind is the fact that this monitor does look better than most displays, but I really do feel as if now the internal
lookup table(colour processor) is really shining due to all your products, thank you very much! As far as the amount
of difference it made, what I can say about the effects of the bindbreaker feet on the picture quality is that it didn't
make quite the same amount of difference as the power cable/distribution unit, although it was a profound
difference none-the-less and it goes hand in hand with the power cable/distribution unit and complements each
other perfectly. Thank you Louis and congratulations on such an amazing product.

Date Added: 09/01/2019 by Joerg Meinhardt
The Bindbreaker liveliness came to my house
After a recent purchase of an amazing LessLoss custom made firewall power distributor, Louis recommended to
put the Bindbreakers underneath. So I rearranged my rack to get more space above the distributor and finally was
ready for the Bindbreaker experience.
Another big surprise happened with these, which should have been taken for granted, if Louis recommends
explicitly :)
I had small plain birch tree multiplex pieces under the distributor before, which I thought, should do at least an 80%
job. I use such 4 cm high sheets in the entire rack and it is quite neutral and better than anything I tried before.
So, about the surprise ... No, those were not 80% at all, after I exchanged my birch wood against the
Bindbreakers!! A new world of liveliness entered my living room.
- Soundstage deeper
- Better separation of instruments
- Airy open highs
- Cleaner but even more colorful midrange
- More punch, especially in the bass
- More, deeper, and better controlled bass
- Voices especially from a deeper stage position sound more realistic with less distortion
- Less resonances in mid and low range.
Used to have trouble especially with overlapping sounds, almost completely gone now ... without room treatment or
adjusting the speakers' position.
This new liveliness does not lead to any listening fatigue, rather reduces it more.
With the Bindbreakers I got a lot of "bang" for the price, and a big smile on my face while listening to my stereo!!
And I will put it under my electronics as well. Have to replace my 4 cm birch wood with something lower (maybe
Panzerholz) to fit it into my rack. Hard to imagine how much more liveliness this will bring ... is there any end??
Thanks Louis, for another wonderful product!!

Date Added: 08/27/2019 by Arthur Ross, Westport, CT
TO MY MIND, USING THE ART WORLD AS AN EXAMPLE, LESSLOSS TO THE AUDIO CABLE BUSINESS IS
AKIN TO COMPARING THE WORLD OF MONET, DA VINCI AND VAN GOGH TO COMIC BOOK ART.

Date Added: 08/20/2019 by Matthew
I’ve spent the last two decades building up a small-room, small-ensemble stereo system for listening to piano,
guitar, folk, country, and chamber music. I had settled on the boxes that suited me at my price point: a Lumin S1
server and L1 hard drive, Coincident Technology monoblocks with Takatsuki 300b’s, two Placette volume controls
— one for each amp, to serve as balance controls, and Taksim speakers. Power is supplied by a Wattgate wall
outlet feeding a Torus transformer.
I wanted the best-sounding cables I could afford, and I wanted to stick with one manufacturer. I decided to try
LessLoss’s C-Marc cables because they were priced sensibly, a US dealer had strongly recommended them, the
online reviews were positive, and they were easy to handle (i.e., highly flexible). The actual technology is beyond
me, but the LessLoss website is exhaustive, for those who want or need to know about those things.

I’ve been following a series of steps:
Step one: new signal cables.
This meant two 1-metre C-Marc interconnects (RCA) and a pair of 2-metre C-Marc speaker cables.The
improvement I got from the C-Marc’s was what Louis, and the reviews, told me to expect — more relaxed, liquid,
with less grain than I’d been hearing before and also less congestion between notes. Changes in a stereo system
tend to show up most obviously in the bass, and regarding that, bass went lower and cleaner, which is what I
wanted and hoped for. Overall, C-Marcs were an obvious though not huge improvement.
Step two: Two C-Marc power cords.
I plugged these into my monoblocks. What I heard, after break-in, was the same as what I heard from the signal
cables, but much more of it. I mean MUCH more. My system had already been doing well at filling in between the
speakers. Now, between the speakers, the blackness between the notes was even blacker. That erased almost all
cloudiness and made for much improved separation between instruments and between instrumental lines. All the
while, the sound stayed relaxed. When I played rock’n’roll, the system kept up with it — drums sounded explosive,
bass went deeper and cleaner but also was rich in overtones. Treble was highly detailed but never shrill. Louis had
told me to expect this — that good sound starts at the wall, which means that the power cables are the foundation of
his product line.
Step three: LessLoss Bindbreakers.
I was impressed enough by the cables that I thought I would try his Bindbreaker isolation devices. The obvious
place to start with them was under the Placette RVCs, which still rested on the sorbothane nubs that they had
come with. They made an immediate and huge improvement. Basically, they added more of what the cables had
added but also expanded the soundstage into the corners of the room behind the speakers. There was
correspondingly more space between the notes and each note has more weight to it. Pace, rhythm, and timing all
improved. The expansion of the soundstage behind the speakers was the biggest shock so far when using
LessLoss products. Even my wife noticed — “Matthew, what did you just do!?!?!?” Around here, that’s the ultimate
test.
Step four: More Bindbreakers.
This time I placed them under the amps and server. I got more of what step three got me, which is what I’d hoped.
Again, the improvement was obvious, and along the lines of step three had done, but more of it, though really, the
jaw-dropping moment had been when I first put them under the Placettes.
Step five: Still more Bindbreakers.
I wondered what they would do under my speakers, so, two more sets of Bindbreakers. This is where things got
fraught for a while. With them under the speakers, the soundstage expanded well out toward the listening chair,
which was wonderful. BUT ... the sound also grew more congested, as if all the notes had got wrapped in fog. The
expanded soundstage was a definite plus, but unless I could eliminate the fog, I couldn’t leave these in the system.
So I tried two things: (1) Review the speaker placement. That helped, even moving them an inch did that, but not
enough. Some of the cloudiness dissipated, but not enough, and bass still sounded muffled. So, (2) I adjusted the
settings on my Lumin server. Specifically, after a few tries, I ended up turning off all upsampling/resampling,
switching everything to Native, and then turned on DSD. Doing that basically solved the problems that the speakers
had first encountered with the BB’s (cloudiness), without weakening the strengths (a much expanded soundstage,
a very natural, liquid sound, a wonderful combination of weight and air).
Good cables make a difference, and C-Marc’s are emphatically good ones. In the same vein, the Bindbreakers are
the best isolation devices I’ve ever had in my system (and previous to this, I’d been using a series of highly
regarded ones).
LessLoss builds some amazing gear. And I haven’t even tried their Firewall technology yet. Will be saving for that.

Some general notes:
The cables take a long time to break in, and even once they’re broken in, they react more to the weather and to
time-of-day issues than most cables. Live with it ... when they’re at their best, which is almost always, they’re
amazing.
I demagnetize my system more than I used to with these cables. Specifically, I do it every four or five days instead
of every three weeks. These cables seem to benefit from that.
Once you’ve installed these cables, don’t move them or even touch them. They’re sensitive to that. So are all
cables, to a degree, but these more than most.
Good audio starts at the wall. Get a high-end receptacle, if you want to do justice to these cables. Even the very
best ones don’t cost that much.
The Bindbreakers require break-in as well – a few days, at least. Strange but true. Perhaps because they are partly
made of wood.
When you change your cables, you’re changing the signal the speakers are receiving, so adjust your speaker
placement once the C-Marc cables have broken in. It always helps.

Date Added: 07/24/2019 by Matthew Kudelka
Bass goes deeper and cleaner, an adjustment always does that. What I didn’t expect was that the treble did the
same with your footers installed — it goes higher and smoother. But the difference I didn’t expect was to the
soundstage, which is much expanded into the corners of the room and toward the listening chair. I’m shocked. My
wife is also shocked. She rarely tells me she has noticed a difference when I've made a change to the system, but
she did this time. So you’ve passed the Wife Test.
I’m delighted, and she’s delighted.

Date Added: 07/16/2019 by Johnathan Popan
After installing the custom power distribution unit (with 12 firewall 64x units inside) in my system and being
completely blown away, I put three bindbreakers underneath that unit and I noticed (hahaha, like everyone else) a
small but very noticeable difference in regards to the overall clarity. I wasn't entirely sure what exactly it did to the
sound although as I purchased more bindbreaker feet, the difference became more and more appearant. I noticed
that the bass was tighter, and even the mids and highs were tighter also. It sounds strange saying that the high
frequencies were tighter, but that is what I heard. It sounded faster and more focused, as if the sound stage didn't
just have better separation of sounds but the entire sound stage started to separate from the speakers. Even with
the distribution unit, there was still a sort of flatness to the sound that's hard to really explain, that I never noticed
until getting bindbreaker feet for my equipment. What I heard when I purchased bindbreaker feet for all of my
equipment and even my SVS SB-16 Ultra subwoofer and Philharmonic 3 speakers was that the sound became
extremely solid and fast (instead of slow and rubbery), with tons of "pop", further enhancing the dimentionality that
the distribution unit gives and was completely released from the bounds of the speakers floating very lightly and
effortlessly in mid-air. Back to the flatness of the sound I only noticed after getting the bindbreaker feet. It's not to
say that the sound was dimensionally flat with the distribution unit but without the bindbreaker feet, although after a
while of trying to figure out what I was hearing I came to the conclusion that the sound was texturally flat. I realized
that with the distribution unit the sound was definitely more defined with more textures, although I do have to say
that specifically, definition is the forte of these feet and does more in this area than even the c-marc power cables
and distribution unit. What I was hearing was a VERY shredded and defined sound, where the finest textures are
easily heard. The sound was as crisp as pork rinds(lol) but never harsh or edgy, always natural sounding. I know it
states on the website that these feet aren't necessarily made for speakers although when I saw the price of still
point products, I gave these feet a try even with my speakers and subwoofer and they sounded absolutely
stunning! Please don't be afraid of purchasing these for your speaker as they WILL further enhance the sound(as
long as they are not above the weight limit). They compliment the c-marc power cables and distribution unit

beautifully and never take the sound in a direction that is not natural or organic. These feet don't make a big
difference(as a lot of reviews mention) when you put them under one device, although when you use these feet
under all your equipment, they make a drastic difference in the sound that I can't live without! I cannot recommend
these Bindbreaker feet enough!

Date Added: 12/26/2017 by Ken Sternberg
This is how I use the first set of BindBreakers; they are resting on a Silent Running Audio Ohio IsoBase, supporting
the upgraded TW Raven Black Night Feet of the TW Raven GT turntable. Yes, they even improve the isolation
further... and I thought everything was already maxed out!
There's more detail & warmth & ambience, and more room to put stuff under the turntable, too - like my new
Miyajima Mono Step Up Transformer.
;-)
Ken Sternberg

Date Added: 08/18/2017 by mdc
Dear Louis,
Even if the full loom of C-MARC cables and the new distributor (and 3 Bindbreakers, under the distributor) have
only a mere 30 hours of play, I can already tell you that it is taking music to new heights.
I can't comment about a single cable in particular (XLR interconnect, speaker cables, bi-wire jumpers and 3 power
cables, new FW-based custom distributor and Bindbreakers) as they were all connected together at the same time.
But what I hear right now is astonishing.
As much as I have enjoyed the DFPC power cables (Original first, later upgraded to Signature) and the HTT
interconnect, etc., the full loom of C-MARC cables and the new distributor (and two previously purchased 5X
Firewalls) bring the sound of my cd's to an entirely new level.
I will wait for the C-MARC loom to reach the 100 hours mark before posting further impressions, but so far, I have
only one word: 'Wow!'
======
(after 100 hours)
Things keep on evolving very nicely indeed, Louis.
It is almost frustrating to realize that so much information was somehow lost or buried during all these years,
including 'the LessLoss years' when it all started with a couple of DFPC Originals.
About 100 hours of play and the music sounds extremely rich ('creamy'?), smooth but very detailed, powerful and
engaging.
Each cd reveals more layers of details and the C-MARC loom keeps all its promises.
When I decided to participate in the early bird program, I have to admit that I was skeptical about the principle of
purchasing an idea, a concept and not a finished product.
I am very happy that I seized that opportunity!
You were right: C-MARC is a game changer.

=====
(after 400 hours)
Although I feel that burn-in isn't completed yet, I wanted to inform you about my most recent impressions of the
C-MARC loom after around 400 hours.
Everything I mentioned before is confirmed in a splendid way: details, presence, 'kick', powerful bass, extended
treble, etc. etc. etc...
This is way above the level of my DFPC Signatures and HTT speaker and interconnect cables.
When I return to my previous comments about these cables, it could potentially appear that the level of
improvement that the C-MARC loom has brought is 'not believable', 'over enthusiastic' or worse, solicited and/or
paid for.
The extent of the improvement brought by the C-MARC cables is nothing short of dramatic.
And as my 'main' components haven't changed over the recent years (Ayon cd player and amplifier, Sonus Faber
speakers), I can comfortably 'feel' and hear the upgrade brought by the C-MARC loom. But owning tubes
components, I have to say that burn-in is a pain... I wish I owned a second system to which the cables could be
connected to for 500 hours. Witnessing the burn-in can be perceived by some as a nice process but not for me.
Luckily, my patience was rewarded (and in this case, the upgrade was obvious even early on in the burn-in
process).
Being familiar with your cables, I am quite sure that the sound will still evolve in the course of the next few weeks. I
don't think it is useful to try to go deeper into details; I am not a reviewer and not even an audiophile.
But I can say that once again, you came up with a fantastic series of cables that clearly outperforms anything I
owned previously, including much-loved LessLoss cables.

Date Added: 10/24/2016 by Saffier Brull, The Netherlands
See the attached pictures of the Bindbreakers under my turntable. The perfect match!
The turntable is my own work in progress since the last 10 years. Completed with a top platter (black on top) and
record clamp of Acoustical Systems. The tonearm is the Terminator arm from Transfi Audio. Cartridge is ZYX
R1000 Airy II Cosmos silver base, and cabling is Audio Note pure silver. Battery supply for the motor and air supply
for the arm. Very natural sounding analog front end. Belt is Kapton, endless tape.
Base, support table and arm base are made out of granite. Platter base is 40kg, total weight is approx 175kg.
Burglar proof!
You're happily invited to visit and listen, whenever you are in The Netherlands. I have to thank you for the
innovative Bindbreaker. It took me more than three years to get the right footers under this table! Your innovative
thinking and explanation made me jump in and buy them, very happy I did!
Very nice results, much better flow. Enjoying great music!
I have to thank you sir!
Best regards,
Saffier Brull
The Netherlands

Date Added: 09/25/2016 by Joerg S. Dortmund/Germany

The Bindbreakers arrived and since Friday I compared them to the footers that ?I have used before. These are the
Symposium Rollerblock Jr. and the Synergistic Research MIG 2. Both are reasonably priced and make a nice
improvement to the sound reception.
But they are not on par with the Bindbreakers. Placed under the turntable I didn’t expect to much, as the turntable
rests also on a thick Symposium shelf. Wow, how could I be so mistaken? The improvement was not subtle, but,
well… that could be settled somewhere between big and huge.
It seemed as if the Bindbreakers ?do such a good job, that it feels as if all the information from the vinyl is sucked
out and transported to your ears. And again it is not the often heard technical improvements that come with gear or
tweaks of other competitors, but the same as is the case with the DFPC power cords, the Bindbeakers come with
pure musicality and naturalness of tone. You can sit back relaxed and listen in awe of what you’ve missed before.
It would be interesting if there is a customer who can compare the Bindbreakers with footers like Stillpoints or Finite
Elemente that come with sometimes insane prices.
Two days before receiving the Bindbreakers my CD drive gave up the ghost and has to be repaired. So I had to
install my old Ariston CD player as a drive and connect it with the Echo's End. This showed the superiority of the
Bindbreakers that took their place below the Echo's End. The combination of my old player with the Echo's End and
connected with an old RCA digital cable from Zu outperformed the much better CD drive that was connected with a
shorter, more classy AES/EBU cable to the Echo's End. The CD drive was placed on a Sicomin base, the Ariston
player sits on a cheap, sort of Sorbothane foot. How much better will this get when my CD drive is back from
repair?
Also the Bindbreaker looks much different than similar tweaks of other manufacturers, I really like the design, and
form follows function here, and not vice versa as is the case with some sofas that look nice, cost a fortune but gets
your back in pain after resting half an hour.
I'm very very pleased with the performance of the Bindbreakers and they will definitely stay here. LessLoss came
up with another reasonably priced item that gets the highest scoring. Thank you.

Date Added: 09/15/2016 by Michael R.
Just got my Bindbreakers yesterday. Once again LessLoss has done it! I have a very thick maple board and points
from Mapleshade under my Meridian C-D player. Very fine improvement with these several years ago. But taking
out the points and replacing them with Bindbreakers over the maple board showed a small but absolutely clear
improvement in clarity and presence in my C-Ds. I've been listening these past two days to several C-Ds thatI I
know well. It is a joy to hear them again! That much more real, clean and present. I've never been disappointed
with a LessLoss product. Still true!
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